Retrieval of a set of cases similar to a new case is a problem common to a number of machine learning approaches such as nearest neighbor algorithms, conceptual clustering, and case based reasoning. A limitation of most case retrieval algorithms is their lack of attention to information acquisition costs. When information acquisition costs are considered, cost reduction is hampered by the practice of separating concept formation and retrieval strategy formation.
Introduction
In recent years, large databases of cases have become an important part of many inductive expert systems. A number of machine learning approaches using case histories have been proposed including nearest neighbor algorithms [Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991] , conceptual clustering [Gennari, Langley, and Fisher, 1989] , and case based reasoning [Kolodner, 1991] .
Usage of these algorithms is reported in areas such as industry and occupation code classification [Creecy et. al., 1992] , real estate appraisal [Gonzalez and Laureano-Ortiz, 1992] , market surveillance [Barletta and Buta, 1991] , assembly planning [Zarley, 1991] , and sales prediction [Stottler, 1994] .
We motivate the problem studied here with an example of a case based system designed to support customers with problems using a backup tape drive for a personal computer (see figure   1 ). This hypothetical system is similar to reported help desks for the VMS operating system [Simoudis, 1992] and personal computer software . The first step in developing the system is to cluster the cases into categories to identify faults such as "Incomplete Installation", "Incompatible Driver", "Incompatible Parallel Port", and "Tape Drive Malfunction". Solutions recorded for cases in the "Incomplete Installation" cluster could include "Reinstall Tape Drive Software" and "Reconfigure Tape Drive Software". The second step is to form concepts for each cluster. Concept formation generates functions or concept definitions that assign new cases to clusters. For example, the concept definition for the "Incomplete Installation"
cluster may use rules with attributes such as Operating_System_Version, Tape_Drive_Version, Loads_Ok, and Menu_Missing.
The final step in developing the help desk is to determine a retrieval strategy that specifies how information should be collected. A retrieval strategy may be represented as a total order or a context (a partial order). A total order is a list of attributes to collect. For example, a total order is: Tape_Drive_Version, Loads_Ok, and Menu_Missing. A context is a decision tree in which the next attribute collected depends on the values observed for the previous attributes. For example, a context is: first collect Loads_Ok, then collect Menu_Missing if Loads_Ok is true, else collect Tape_Drive_Version.
The support engineer at the help desk may query a user until a matching cluster of cases can be identified. The system would retrieve the most similar cases in the cluster that match the new case. The engineer would then adapt the solutions to determine appropriate actions.
Adaptation is typically left to the user because humans have been found to be better than computers at adapting cases to solve new problems [Kolodner and Simpson, 1989; Allen, 1994] .
After determining the solution for the new case, the system may add unique cases and solutions to the case base for future consulting use.
The tape drive example is typical of a case based system that involves sequential decision making. When a user calls about a problem, the details are not known until a support engineer asks questions and conducts diagnostic probes. Some attributes such as the software version and tape drive model are easy to obtain. Other attributes such as asking the user to check for a parallel port conflict may be more difficult. Still other attributes may involve the support engineer logging onto to the remote system to generate diagnostic information. Help desks are a special case of troubleshooting where the goal is to repair a faulty device such as an automobile engine or commercial software. Case based systems are increasingly being used for troubleshooting applications because previous cases are a good explanatory tool and case bases can be easier to develop and maintain than rule based systems [Allen, 1994] . Reports of case based systems for troubleshooting are described in [Simoudis 1992; Breese and Heckerman, 1995; Heckerman et al., 1995] .
In this paper, we are concerned with concept and retrieval strategy formation. Specifically we examine the practice of forming the retrieval strategy for a given set of concepts. The most important contribution of the paper is to demonstrate that jointly optimizing the tasks of concept formation and retrieval is superior to optimizing the retrieval strategy independent of the concepts. To our knowledge, this is the first study that clearly demonstrates this design limitation in existing case retrieval algorithms. The alternative presented here, the ID3 c algorithm, jointly develops concept definitions and a retrieval strategy in the form of a decision tree. Attributes in the decision tree are selected based on entropy reduction per unit information acquisition cost.
The second contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that information acquisition costs can be significantly reduced even if concept formation and retrieval strategy formation are separated. For the second contribution, we develop the CR lc (case retrieval loss criterion) algorithm that finds a retrieval strategy using the notion of the expected loss of an attribute. The expected loss of an attribute is the probability of unnecessarily collecting an attribute times its information acquisition cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews research on the economics of case based systems and expert systems. Section 3 discusses approaches that separate concept formation and retrieval strategy formation. Section 4 describes joint concept formation and retrieval strategy formation. Section 5 reports on experiments comparing the different case retrieval approaches. Section 6 summarizes the paper and discusses future research directions.
Economics of Case Based Systems
In this section, we review research on economic considerations in expert systems and discuss how the economic performance of a case based system may be measured.
Economic Considerations in Previous Research
Although most research on Case Based Systems emphasizes computational efficiency and accuracy, attention has recently been paid to reducing information acquisition costs. Simoudis
[1992] has developed a retrieval procedure for help-desk retrieval problems. This procedure has two limitations that may lead to higher information acquisition costs than necessary. First, the usefulness of a costly attribute is not measured across a set of potentially matching cases. Second, the retrieval procedure separates concept formation from retrieval strategy formation. The significance of the second limitation will be demonstrated later. Several other studies have used retrieval processes with similar limitations [Hammond, 1986; Koton, 1988] .
Although economic considerations are uncommon in the Case Based Systems area, they are more prevalent in other kinds of expert systems. Moore and Whinston (1986, 87) have proposed a decision theoretic framework, applicable to a variety of deductive expert systems. For rule-based expert systems, the focus has been to reduce information costs without affecting decision making performance [Pattipati and Alexandridis, 1992; Dos Santos and Mookerjee, 1993] . Similar objectives have been used to develop a retrieval strategy for Bayesian Belief
Networks Heckerman et al., 1995] . For inductive expert systems, both cost minimization [Nunez, 1991] and value maximization have been attempted.
Measuring Economic Performance
From an economic standpoint, a Case Based System may be evaluated in terms of its expected cost to support problem solving. This cost is the sum of two costs: (i) expected information acquisition costs and (ii) expected classification cost. Information acquisition cost only includes the direct costs of supplying attributes requested by the system to retrieve a set of similar cases. It excludes the costs of constructing the case base because such costs are fixed, more typically associated with knowledge engineering. The expected classification cost is the sum of the expected cost of correct and incorrect assignment of cases to clusters.
The use of classification costs in evaluating a case based system is quite complex. After a case is assigned to a cluster, two activities occur before the case can be solved. First, a set of most similar cases is chosen from the cluster. Second these cases are adapted by the user to solve the problem. Since two non-identical cases can be assigned to the same cluster, the two sets of most similar cases may be different. Even if the most similar sets are identical, the adaptation process can lead to different solutions. Due to these complications, assignment to the same cluster does not ensure the same solution. Hence the eventual costs of correct and incorrect assignments can be difficult to assess.
Given the difficulties in specifying classification costs, we use expected classification accuracy as a measure of system performance. Expected classification accuracy is estimated by the proportion of correct assignments made by the system in a sample of unseen cases. An external source, such as an expert, determines if an assignment is correct.
From the preceding discussion, two distinct measures of system performance emerge: (i) information acquisition cost, and (ii) classification accuracy. In this study, we attempt to reduce expected information acquisition costs without sacrificing classification accuracy.
Separation of Concept Formation and Retrieval
In this section, we present background on concept formation in Case Based Systems. This discussion is followed by a definition of the case retrieval problem. We then present two heuristic solutions to this problem: CR f , the baseline algorithm for the study, and CR lc , the loss criterion algorithm.
Concept Formation
Concept formation or case indexing as it is sometimes referred to [Kolodner, 1991] , is the problem of organizing cases to enable the efficient retrieval of similar cases. In many case based systems, the concept definition for a cluster is referred to as the norm of the cluster. A norm consists of a set of attribute-value pairs. A cluster and its norm are referred to as a node.
An attribute-value pair in a norm is usually selected using two probabilities [Kolodner, 1991; Becker, 1973; Hall, 1989] : (i) predictive probability, and (ii) predictable probability. These probability measures have been used in a number of working systems such as EPAM [Feigenbaum, 1963] , UNIMEM [Lebowitz, 1987] , COBWEB [Fisher, 1987] , CLASSIT (an extension of COBWEB) [Gennari, Langley, and Fisher, 1989] , and Mediator [Kolodner and Simpson, 1989] .
The predictive probability can be denoted by P(N k | A i = v ij ), where A i is an attribute, v ij is the j th state of the attribute, and N k is the k th node. The predictive probability of an attribute-value pair is estimated by the number of cases of a node matching the pair divided by the total number of cases of the node. Thus, a predictive probability of 1 means that all cases with this attribute value belong to the node. The predictable probability can be denoted by P(A i = v ij | N k ). This probability is estimated as the number of cases at a node matching the attribute-value pair divided by the number of cases across all nodes matching the attribute-value pair. Thus, a predictable probability of 1 means that every case of the node has this value for the attribute.
The probability measures for an attribute-value pair must exceed specified construction thresholds to be used in a norm. For example, a construction threshold of 0.67 for the predictable probability is used in Mediator [Kolodner and Simpson, 1989] . Construction thresholds are similar in purpose to pruning in decision tree induction. Pruning leads to more general rules (that is, rules with fewer attribute-value pairs) that often have higher classification accuracy than specialized rules.
We extend the tape drive example described in the introduction to demonstrate norm formation. Table 1 shows a number of attributes that may be useful in diagnosing a tape drive problem. Hypothetical predictable and predictive probability measures for some attribute-value pairs are shown in Table 2 . 
Case Retrieval Problem
The case retrieval problem involves finding an optimal information acquisition order. An information acquisition order consists of two orders: a node order and a set of attribute orders, one for each node. A node order specifies the sequence in which nodes should be considered for
matching. An attribute order specifies the sequence in which norm attributes should be collected to match the norm. An optimal information acquisition order has the least expected cost among all possible orders. More precisely, the case retrieval problem is defined as:
where will not affect classification accuracy. Two norms overlap if there are cases that can match both norms. However, even with overlapping norms, the order does not typically affect classification accuracy. In a later section, we experimentally observe that a cost based ordering has a slightly positive impact on classification accuracy. Since this impact is not substantial, the impact of information acquisition order on classification accuracy is ignored.
Comment 2. The specific matching function (f) used in this study is known as X of N [Hanson and Bauer, 1986] . In X of N matching, a node is matched if at least X of N terms in the norm match the attribute-value pairs of the case. The search continues to the next node in the order when less than X attribute-value pairs match the current norm. The search terminates unsuccessfully if all nodes are searched without a match. The value X divided by N is known as the matching threshold.
The term "construction threshold" is used to mean a threshold value used in the formation of norms. The Hence, there are a total of (q!) p (p!) feasible solutions.
In subsections 3.3 and 3.4, we describe two heuristic algorithms (CR f and CR lc ) to determine a good information acquisition order. These algorithms assume: (i) attribute acquisition costs are independent, and (ii) nodes are non-hierarchical and mutually exclusive. Each algorithm has two phases, one to construct the node order and the other to construct the set of attribute orders. Before presenting the algorithms, we introduce some basic notation. 
Notation
term "matching threshold" is used to mean the threshold value used during retrieval when a case is matched to a norm.
The CR f Algorithm
The CR f algorithm uses two simple heuristics to order the nodes and attributes within a node. Nodes are sorted in descending order by the number of cases at the node. The first node searched is the one with the most cases and hence the most likely to match a new case. Within each node, norm attributes are sorted in the descending order of predictable probability. Thus, the first attribute acquired is the one most likely to match a case if the case is a member of the node.
In the CR f algorithm, the next node and attribute are selected using the node frequency selection heuristic (NFSH) and the attribute frequency selection heuristic (AFSH).
where α: is the set of attributes that have already been selected in the norm of node m AR N m ( , ) α : the set of remaining (not selected) attributes.
The complexity of the CR f algorithm is governed by the complexity of sorting p nodes and sorting an average of q attributes per norm. Formally, the complexity is O(p log p + p (q log q),
where the complexity of sorting n items is n log n.
The CR f algorithm is a simple and efficient one among those that do not use cost information. In addition, the retrieval strategy in the CR f algorithm approximates the search used in many case based systems, including COBWEB (Fisher, 1987) , MEDIATOR (Kolodner, 1988) , UNIMEM (Lebowitz, 1987) , etc. In these systems, the order in which nodes are searched depends on the frequency of cases in the nodes.
The CR lc Algorithm
Like the CR f algorithm, the CR lc algorithm heuristically computes a node order followed by an attribute order for each node. Unlike the CR f algorithm, it uses cost information to construct the orders. Another difference between CR f and CR lc is that CR f only considers how likely a match will occur at a particular node. CR lc , on the other hand, also considers how useful the attributes are to matching at other nodes.
The CR lc algorithm uses heuristics to greedily search for node and attribute orderings.
Greedy means that node and attribute selections are irrevocable decisions, that is, there is no backtracking. At each step, the algorithm chooses the node (attribute) that minimizes the heuristic value. An optimal solution cannot be guaranteed by greedy search. Sometimes, choosing a node (attribute) with a larger heuristic value may lead to an lower overall cost than that of a greedy selection process.
Because of the detailed nature of the CR lc algorithm, we first present the node ordering component of CR lc followed by its attribute ordering component. For the node ordering component, we begin with the basic heuristic and then extend it to account for threshold matching. We then present the entire node ordering algorithm and analyze its computational complexity. Finally, we present the attribute ordering component.
Node Ordering
In CR lc , nodes are arranged in ascending order by a heuristic that we call the loss criterion. At the initial stage (that is, selecting the first node), the node with the smallest loss criterion value is selected. At the next stage, the loss criterion values of the remaining nodes are recomputed and the node with the lowest value is chosen. Thus for p nodes, there are p-1 node selection stages. The loss criterion value of a node is the sum of its attribute loss criterion values times the probability that the node will not match (failure probability). The failure probability is one minus the node probability. The node probability is the number of cases in the node's cluster divided by the total number of cases.
The loss criterion of an attribute is its loss probability times its cost. The loss probability of an attribute is the probability of not needing the attribute to assign a case to a node. The cost of obtaining an attribute depends on the stage of ordering the nodes. The cost of obtaining an attribute at stage i is zero if the attribute was collected in a previous stage. Otherwise, the cost is the given attribute cost.
Formal definitions of the node loss criterion and attribute loss criterion are given below. We begin with some new notation: The loss criterion LC is formally defined as:
NRE(A j ,i) : set of remaining nodes at stage i where the norm excludes
At stage i , the node ordering algorithm chooses the node that minimizesLC N i m ( , ) for all nodes in the set NR(i).
Example
To depict the loss criterion, consider the following hypothetical example with three nodes representing N 1 = "incomplete installation," N 2 = "incompatible driver," and N 3 = "tape drive failure." Assume that the attributes A 1 (Port_Conflict) and A 5 (Bi-directional_Port) are difficult to acquire. Low cost attributes are A 2 (Loads_Ok), A 3 (Menu_Missing), and A 4 (Drive_Recognized). Calculation results and expressions for the loss criterion are shown below.
In the first stage, N 3 is chosen because it has the lowest loss. In the second stage, only nodes N 1 and N 2 would be considered because node N 3 has already been selected. Note that CR f would select node N 2 in stage 1 because it has the highest frequency of cases.
The loss criterion for node 1 is The loss criterion for node 2 is 
Threshold Matching
The attribute loss criterion defined in equation (4) does not reflect the use of threshold matching in case retrieval. Recall that with threshold matching only a fraction of the norm attributes need be matched. Thus, even if an attribute is an element of a norm, it may not be needed to make a matching decision. The number of norm attributes and the matching threshold determine if an attribute is needed to make a matching decision. For example, if there are three norm attributes and the matching threshold is 0.66, then only two attributes are needed to make a matching decision.
Consider an attribute A j whose attribute loss criterion needs to be evaluated at stage i (ALC (A j , i) ). There are two sets of nodes remaining at this stage: (i) those that do not contain A j , denoted by NRE(A j ,i) , and (ii) those that contain A j , denoted by NRI (A j ,i) . The probability of making a classification decision without needing A j is given by the sum of: (i) the probability of making a decision in the set NRE(A j ,i) , and (ii) the probability of making a decision in the set NRI(A j ,i) without needing A j .
Let,
XE m denote the event that a classification decision has been made at node N m in the set NRE(A j ,i) (that is, the matching threshold at the norm of the node N m has been exceeded),
XI m denote the event that a classification decision has been made at node N m in the set NRI(A j ,i) (that is, the matching threshold at the norm of node N m has been exceeded),
Y denote the event that the attribute A j has not been collected PE = probability that a decision is made in the set NRE(A j ,i) and A j is not collected
PI = probability that a decision is made in the set NRI(A j ,i) and A j is not collected
is the probability that attribute A j is not needed given that the norm of the node N m is matched. We revise the attribute loss probability in equation (5) to account for threshold matching effects. In the revised expression, the probability of not needing the attribute in norms that contain 2 An equivalent assumption is that given the node N m has matched, the match could have occurred at any of the minimal conjunctions with equal probability. This assumption is required to compute the loss criterion in polynomial time.
it (the With Probability, WP) is added to the expression in equation (5). Thus the revised definition of attribute loss probability is:
= + ∈ ∑
where
= * ∈ ∑
Continuing with the previous example, we show impact of the new ALP expression on LC(N 1 ,0). Note that LC(N 2 ,0) will also be affected. In the example, assume that MT is 0.66. In the revised calculation, N 2 alone will be used in the right hand side of equation (7) for the first norm attribute of node N 1 . Note that the loss criterion value of a node will always increase (never decrease) due to partial matching. With partial matching there is a positive probability that an attribute in a norm will not be needed. Hence, the ALP for attributes should increase due to partial matching and thus the LC for the node should increase. In the above example, the loss criterion value for node 1 increased from 5.51 to 7.76. This was due to partial matching using a matching threshold of 0.66. The complexity of the CR lc node ordering algorithm is dominated by the loss criterion computation. The outer loop (2.) executes p-1 times, once for each node except for the last node in the ordering. The inner loop (2.3) executes p/2 times because on the average there are p/2 nodes that have not been selected. There are two implied loops in the LC computation. To calculate the LC for each node, the attribute loss criterion is calculated r times, assuming r attributes per norm on the average. To compute the attribute loss criterion, each unselected node must be visited resulting in an average of p/2 nodes visited.
LC(N

Algorithm and Analysis
Thus, the complexity of the CR lc node ordering algorithm is O(rp 3 ).
Attribute Ordering
For each selected node, an attribute ordering can be computed using a loss criterion calculated for the attributes of the node's norm. The loss criterion is the probability of not needing the attribute to make a matching decision at the node (attribute loss probability) times the cost of the attribute. This attribute loss probability is the sum of the probabilities of the minimal conjunctive terms of the norm that do not contain the attribute of interest, but exceed the matching threshold.
Computing and storing conditional probabilities for minimal conjunctive terms would make the attribute loss criterion exponentially complex. Therefore, we have implemented a simple heuristic in its place. The attributes are ordered by one minus their predictable probability times their cost. The predictable probability is a measure of an attribute's usefulness given the node.
Note that the cost is zero if an attribute has been collected in a previous stage. More precisely, the Attribute Cost Selection Heuristic (ACSH) is defined below.
where 
Joint Concept Formation and Retrieval
In contrast to case based systems, ID3 c jointly computes a decision tree that combines concept definitions and an information acquisition context. Attributes are collected in an order depending upon the case and the strategy prescribed in the decision tree. The ID3 c algorithm demonstrates that combining concept formation and retrieval strategy formation can significantly reduce information acquisition costs.
Decision tree induction algorithms, such as ID3 [Quinlan, 1986] , typically construct a decision tree using a recursive partitioning approach. The attribute names used to label non-leaf nodes are determined using an attribute selection criterion and a set of cases. Once a non-leaf node has been labeled, q outgoing arcs are created at this node, where q is the number of possible states of the attribute. The set of cases used to label the non-leaf node is then partitioned into q subsets, where the state of the labeling attribute is the same within each subset. Creation of nonleaf nodes continues along each path of the tree until a stopping condition is reached, at which stage a leaf node is created. Leaf nodes are labeled using a classification function. A more detailed description of the above induction process is presented in Appendix A1.
The design of the ID3 c algorithm is identical to that of the ID3 algorithm except for a modification in the manner in which attributes are selected (the attribute selection criterion). In the ID3 algorithm, attributes are selected based solely upon their information content, measured by the reduction in information entropy [Shannon and Weaver, 1949] . The attribute that provides the highest reduction in information entropy is selected. On the other hand, the ID3 c algorithm selects attributes based upon information content per unit information acquisition cost. Thus, the attribute selection criterion used in the ID3 c algorithm, is the entropy reduction expression used in ID3 divided by the information acquisition cost for the attribute. A more precise definition of the attribute selection criterion is presented in Appendix A2.
In summary, the attribute selection criterion for ID3 c is designed to reduce the expected cost of classifying a case. The same criterion in ID3 is, on the other hand, designed to reduce the expected number of attributes needed to classify a case.
Experimental Comparison
In this section we describe simulation experiments to study: (i) joint versus separate optimization of concept formation and retrieval (that is, ID3 c versus CR lc and CR f ), and (ii) frequency based versus cost based case retrieval (that is, CR f versus CR lc ). The primary measure of performance of an algorithm is the expected information acquisition cost to assign a case to a cluster. Accuracy and number of attributes collected are secondary measures. We discuss factors affecting performance, experimental design, experimental data, experimental procedures, and results.
Factors Affecting Performance
To explore performance differences between the algorithms, we use two quantitative variables or covariates: (i) attribute cost coefficient of variation, and (ii) matching threshold. The qualitative variable, namely algorithm, is coded using two 0−1 indicator variables.
Algorithm
There are three algorithms used in this study: (i) CR f , (ii) CR lc , and, (iii) ID3 c . We expect CR lc to dominate CR f because the former uses costs in computing an order while the latter does not. We also expect ID3 c to dominate CR lc because ID3 c jointly optimizes concept formation and retrieval strategy formation whereas CR lc separately optimizes these tasks. Thus we expect the following:
Proposition 1: ID3c should incur lower information acquisition costs than CR lc which should incur lower costs than CR f .
Attribute Cost Coefficient of Variation
In some situations, certain attributes can be much costlier than others; that is, attribute cost coefficient of variation can be high. In these situations, it may prove extremely important to select a particular information acquisition strategy. When attribute costs vary, an algorithm that develops concepts and/or a retrieval strategy considering attribute costs would perform at a relative advantage over one that ignores attribute costs. At higher coefficient of variation, we expect CR f costs to increase relative to CR lc costs because CR lc is sensitive to costs while CR f is not. Similarly, we expect the coefficient of variation to affect the relative performance of ID3 c versus CR lc because ID3 c considers costs in concept formation whereas CR lc does not.
Proposition 2: The cost performance difference between CR f and CR lc becomes larger as the attribute cost coefficient of variation increases.
Proposition 3: The cost performance difference between CR lc and ID3 c becomes larger as the attribute cost coefficient of variation increases.
Matching Threshold
We define degree of search in a case retrieval algorithm as the average number of attributes collected to match a case. The degree of search can be controlled by varying the matching threshold. For a case to match at a norm, the number of case attributes that match with norm attributes must be greater than or equal to the matching threshold. Increasing the matching threshold increases the extent of fit. The use of a matching threshold in case retrieval is similar to pruning in decision tree induction [Quinlan, 1987] . However, the analogy is not exact because pruning techniques typically employ significance testing, whereas matching thresholds do not.
Matching threshold is a factor relevant only to the case retrieval algorithms. Since the node ordering component of CR f does not consider partial matching, its performance relative to CR lc could be poor if there is more potential for partial matching (that is, when matching threshold is low). However, as matching threshold increases, the potential for partial matching reduces and the relative performance of CR f with respect to CR lc can be expected to improve.
Proposition 4: CR lc performs better than CR f in the entire range, but the cost performance difference between CR f and CR lc becomes smaller as the matching threshold increases.
Experimental Design
The response function for our model is:
The response variable, E(Cost), is calculated as the average information acquisition cost of assigning an unseen case to a cluster. (CV*MT), β 10 (i1*CV*MT), and β 11 (i2*CV*MT).
Experimental Data
Four experiments were conducted to investigate propositions 1 through 4. The main difference in these experiments is that different data sets were used. Two of the four data sets were artificially generated and the remaining two were taken from real domains. All the data sets are preclassified, and the classes are non overlapping. Since we were not interested in the clustering component of case based systems, the cases in a cluster were chosen as those with the same class.
The artificial data sets were generated by a program based on specifications described in [Bisson, 1991] . The data set generator can control the number of cases, classes, attributes, states per attribute, and the complexity of rule sets for each class. Data set 1 contains 4 equally distributed classes and 10 input attributes. Data set 2 contains 8 moderately skewed classes and 15 input attributes. Half the cases in data set 2 are uniformly distributed between two classes while the remaining cases are uniformly distributed among the other 6 classes. Both artificial data sets share the following characteristics: (i) the number of cases is 200, (ii) the average number of states per attribute is 3 (between 2 and 5), and (iii) the average size of the rule sets is 2 rules per class with 3 attributes per rule.
The two real domain data sets, Zoo and Lymphography, were selected from the Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories [Murphy and Aha, 1991] . Both 3 We also observe classification accuracy and number of attributes collected by an algorithm in these experiments.
data sets have a reasonable number of attributes and classes. In addition, they have only nominal attributes. The Zoo data set has 7 classes, 16 attributes (mostly Boolean), and 101 cases. The
Lymphography data set has 4 classes, 18 attributes (mix of Boolean and nominal with a few states), and 148 cases. In this data set, 2 classes are infrequent compared to the other classes.
Both real domain data sets have some noise from conflicting cases. Two cases conflict if they have identical values for the input attributes but different values for the class.
Experimental Procedure 4
The two case retrieval algorithms use norms that are computed by applying norm construction thresholds, namely, the predictable probability and the predictive probability. Rather than use arbitrary construction threshold values, we selected values to achieve maximum classification accuracy in a pilot study.
In the pilot study, both norm construction values were independently varied in steps of 0.1 from 0.2 to 0.9. For each combination of values for the thresholds, we drew 66% cases from the data set and constructed norms using these cases. The remaining (34%) cases were assigned to clusters, resulting in one observation for classification accuracy. The average accuracy across 25 splits was then taken. The best values for each data set were used for norm construction thresholds in the main experiments (see Table 3 ). The following procedure, recommended by Weiss and Kulikowski (1991) , was used to generate observations. A data set was randomly split into a training set (66% of cases) and a holdout set (34% of cases). The training set was used to construct norms for clusters of cases with the same class. The same training set was used to construct node and attribute orders using the CR f and CR lc algorithms, and a decision tree using the ID3 c algorithm. The two sets of norms and the decision tree were then used to assign cases in the holdout set.
Because the choice of a training set can affect the performance of the three algorithms, the algorithms were run on 25 different, randomly generated training sets. One observation for each of the three algorithms was the average cost across the 25 training sets. To avoid random differences occurring from the choice of the training set, the same 25 training sets were used for each observation.
For a given data set, the experiment generated 300 observations, 100 for each algorithm.
Each observation was the average cost over 25 splits. To reduce unnecessary variance in the response variable, the values for CV and MT were held constant over the 25 splits of an observation. In addition, since the average cost of the attributes is not a factor of interest, it was held constant over all observations and data sets.
Results
The parameter estimates for the response function in equation (9) for the four data sets are presented in Tables 4, 5 , 6 and 7 respectively. In these tables, only those variables that were found to be significant at a P-value of 0.10 or below are shown. Table 8 shows the response functions for the various algorithms and the data sets. To obtain a specific response function (for example for CR f and Lymph), set i1 = 1 and i2 = 0 in equation (9) and substitute parameter values from Table 4 . Table 8 shows that the ID3 c algorithm was cheaper than the CR lc algorithm that in turn was cheaper than the CR f algorithm. Hence, proposition 1 is supported. 
DS1 DS2
E ( This finding implies that a high CV is not required for ID3 c to outperform CR lc .
For the Zoo, DS1 and DS2 data sets, increasing MT reduces the performance difference between CR f and CR lc . As MT becomes close to one, the effect of partial matching on the case retrieval algorithms vanishes. Since CR f ignores partial matching, its performance becomes closer to CR lc at high values of MT. For the Lymph data set, however, this effect of MT does not hold.
Thus proposition 4 is supported for 3 of the 4 data sets.
To depict performance difference magnitudes, we show the impact of MT and CV on the cost and accuracy of the three algorithms for the Lymph data set. Each point in these graphs is the average of 25 splits. Figure 3 shows that MT has no substantial effect on the cost difference between the two case retrieval algorithms. In some parts of the range, the difference increases whereas in other parts the difference decreases slightly. The dome shaped curves of Figure 3 can be explained as follows. Initially, as MT increases, more attributes need to be collected to match a case. Hence, the average cost per case initially increases. However, increasing MT beyond a point causes more early node failures, leading to a decrease in the average cost per case. Figure 4 shows that the impact of CV on the relative cost performance of the three algorithms is not substantial. As CV increases, there is a slight increase in the cost performance difference between the two case retrieval algorithms. There is, however, no substantial cost difference between CR lc and ID3 c in the entire CV range.
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the effect of MT and CV on accuracy. Figure 5 shows that increasing MT causes substantial overfitting by the case retrieval algorithms. At low levels of MT, the case retrieval algorithms have slightly lower accuracy than ID3 c . CR lc has better accuracy than CR f at low MT levels because CR lc has a more global strategy for choosing the node order. As MT increases, the accuracy difference disappears as the orders either become the same or cease to affect accuracy. Figure 6 shows that increasing CV has no effect on the accuracy of the case retrieval algorithms. However, when CV increases, ID3 c collects more cheap attributes and tends to overfit. 
Discussion
There are two major lessons to draw from this study. First, substantial cost differences between the algorithms indicate that separating concept formation and retrieval strategy formation is a design limitation. It seems unlikely that an algorithm that separates these tasks can compete with an algorithm that jointly performs these tasks. Second, cost considerations can significantly reduce information acquisition costs, even if concept formation and retrieval strategy formation are separated. The substantial cost difference between cost and frequency based retrieval supports this conclusion. System designers must therefore pay careful attention to the design of the retrieval strategy in case based systems.
However, given two possible interventions: (i) designing a better retrieval strategy, and (ii) jointly performing concept formation and retrieval strategy formation, the second intervention appears to have a larger impact.
Before leaving this section, we raise two broad issues concerning cost considerations in case based systems. The first issue is the distinction between sequential and parallel acquisition of attributes. As mentioned earlier, the results in this paper apply to case based systems where information can be acquired sequentially and hence information costs are variable. However, even when information costs appear fixed, a variety of factors may require that information costs be treated as variable instead of fixed. These factors include: (i) changes in the competitive environment due to deregulation, (ii) unbundling of product and information costs by firms, (iii) explicit pricing of information by vendors of information services (for example, search agents on the Internet), and (iv) outsourcing of information collection. Thus, reducing variable information costs could become an important addition to a manager's responsibilities.
The second issue concerns estimating the information costs required by the models developed here. Estimating information costs may not always be easy. Estimation difficulties include: (i) sequential dependencies between the cost of acquiring attributes, (ii) variance in the cost of collecting an attribute, and (iii) the relationship between the quality of information and the cost. Although this study used a simple model of information costs, we believe that our qualitative results will extend to more complex models of information costs.
Summary and Conclusion
We studied the problem of incorporating information acquisition costs into case retrieval algorithms. In a number of business and engineering tasks, attribute costs are significant and unequal, and information acquisition may occur sequentially. A retrieval strategy that ignores the cost of acquiring information may be suboptimal.
A major difficulty with lowering the cost in case based systems is that concept formation and retrieval strategy formation are separated. To study the implications of this limitation, we developed two cost sensitive algorithms, CR lc and ID3 c , representative of separate and joint concept formation and retrieval strategy formation. We experimentally compared the cost sensitive algorithms to a frequency based algorithm (CR f ). Our results demonstrated that the cost sensitive algorithms produced significantly lower costs than CR f and that ID3 c costs dominated CR lc costs.
A useful extension of this research would be to study the performance of instance algorithms focusing on whether information acquisition costs can be lowered without significantly reducing accuracy. Instance algorithms are a special challenge because they search the entire space of concept definitions to return the K nearest neighbors using a distance measure rather than a threshold. The challenge is to develop a decision theoretic framework that evaluates whether more search in the norm space is useful given the current accuracy and cost incurred.
Other extensions could include the use of economic considerations in the design of other machine learning techniques. Future research should also address topics such as the effects of different measurement assumptions for costs and benefits, functional relationships between the accuracy of different attributes and acquisition costs, and acquisition costs dependent on the order in which attributes are acquired. Such research would increase the effectiveness of machine learning techniques for business decision making.
Step 6. If leaf nodes have been created in all paths of the tree, stop; else, return to Step 4.
Complexity
The complexity of the above induction process is exponential in the number of attributes but polynomial in the size of the training set [Quinlan, 1986] . The maximum number of partitions that can be evaluated is O(q n ), where q is the average number of states per attribute and n is the total number of attributes. The maximum number of partitions occurs in a complete tree in which each path is of length n-1. Generally, induced trees are much smaller than a complete tree. For each partition evaluated, a sequential scan of the training set is required. The average partition size is proportional to TC, the number of cases in the training set. Therefore, the complexity of The algorithm selects the attribute with the highest criterion value, that is, select 
The Stopping Rule
The stopping rule of the algorithm is the same as that of the ID3 algorithm. The cutoff value w is zero for this algorithm. Thus, the stopping rule for ID3 c is:
( , ) = 0 for all unobserved attributes.
The Classification Function
The classification function used by the algorithm is the same as that used by the ID3 algorithm. This algorithm chooses the class with the highest frequency in the current set of cases to label a leaf node. Thus, the classification function ( k L ( ) ) used by ID3 c can be described as:
Choose c λ such that f (c λ , L) ≥ f (c r ,L),r = 1,2,.., m.
